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INTRODUCTION

Depression is a state of  low mood and aversion to activity 
that can affect a person’s thoughts, behavior, feelings and 
sense of  well-being.1 Depression has received a lot of  
attention in the media and is far more widely accepted 
today than it has ever been in the past. Anxiety is usually 
a precursor to depression, can reduce the efficiency of  
healthy individuals.2 The combination of  a physical illness 
and depressive disorder is a particularly potent cause 
of  disability.3 Depressive disorder is projected to be the 
leading cause of  disability in the developing world by 

2020 and leads to greatly increased healthcare costs even 
after excluding direct mental healthcare expenses.4 An 
estimated 340 million people across the world have major 
depressive disorder at any given time.5 Major depressive 
disorder (MDD) is also known as clinical depression or 
major depression is a mental disorder characterized by a 
pervasive and persistent low mood that is accompanied 
by low self-esteem and by a loss of  interest or pleasure in 
normally enjoyable activities. Increased rates of  depression 
in high-income countries have been reported in general 
trauma patients6-8 and in one US orthopaedic population 
the rate of  depression was 45%.9 Depressed people can feel 
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sad, anxious, empty, hopeless, worried, helpless, worthless, 
guilty, irritable, hurt, or restless. Prevalence of  psychological 
disorder following physical trauma in a variety of  settings 
was 23% to 41%.10-11

Major depression significantly affects a patient’s outcome 
of  disease, general health and impacted on important 
functioning responsible for recovery after orthopedic 
trauma. Different sub-divisions of  depression have 
different treatment approaches. Depression may also 
coexist with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder 
(ADHD), complicating the diagnosis and treatment 
of  both.12 Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is also 
common after surgery, particularly after traumatic injuries 
and other issues in surgical patients.13-14 More than 40 
percent of  people with PTSD also had depression at 
one-month and four-month intervals after the traumatic 
event.15 Since depression is common and16 one might 
expect a high rate of  depression associated with physical 
injury and musculoskeletal issues presenting at orthopaedic 
clinics and17 females were more likely to become depressed 
than males.

Contextual factors play an important role in determining 
the level of  disability associated with a health condition.18 
Other than access to treatment, patient and carers attitude 
may affect the relative level of  disability associated with 
different health conditions in the orthopaedic patients. 
There is some evidence that fish oil supplements 
containing high levels of  eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) 
to docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) may be effective in 
major depression.19 High rates of  depression have been 
documented in patients with severe lower-extremity injury.20 
However, patients with less severe injuries have not been 
associated with regard to their rates of  depression to our 
knowledge. The relationship between traumas in indoor 
orthopaedics and depression is not clear. In addition, little 
is known about the association between depression and 
demographics during hospitalization. A weak association 
of  anxiety/depression with an increase in heart rate was 
confirmed the effect of  anxiety and depression on decrease 
in blood pressure.21

The understanding of  the nature and causes of  depression 
has evolved over the centuries has left many aspects of  
depression as the subject of  discussion and research. 
The authors hypothesized that depression is associated 
with various demographical and clinical settings during 
hospitalization among indoor orthopaedic patients. 
Henceforth, the authors aimed to utilize the depressive 
disorder in clinical condition to identify the role and 
prevalence with demographic and other associating factors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A cross-sectional study is designed among indoor 
orthopaedic traumatic and non-traumatic patients after 
obtaining ethical approval that admitted at Sri Aurobindo 
Medical College and P. G. Institute, Indore during 
November 2013 to May 2014. Four hundred twenty six 
orthopedic patients were recruited during specified period 
selected as subjects according to inclusion criteria. Prior 
consent of  patients for the publication of  the clinical details 
and others has taken into account. The anthropometric and 
demographic measurements were recorded. Those patients 
were also eliminated from the study that had previously 
been diagnosed with depression and were already receiving 
treatment for this condition. After explaining the purpose 
of  the study a questionnaire was provided and was asked 
to answer (fill up) the questions in prescribed format so as 
to assess their depression level.

Zung’s scale22 was selected for assessment and scoring of  
depression level. The Likert Scale Format is being used 
in questionnaire that consisted of  twenty questions. Each 
question has answer score from 1 to 4. The option for 
each question is (a) None or a little of  the time (b) Some 
of  the time (c) Good part of  the time and (d) Most or all 
of  the time. The raw score is converted to 100 point scale 
(SDS Raw Index). SDS Raw Index = (Raw Score/80 total 
points) × 100 and SDS Index = SDS Raw Index × 1.25. 
Subject who received SDS Index point <50 was treated as 
Normal, 51-59.9 was noted as Mild Depression, 60-69.9 
was treated as Moderate or Marked Major Depression 
and >70 was considered as Severe or Extreme Major 
Depression. The demographic and clinical measurements 
were recorded and associations between various study 
parameters with depression level were evaluated.

Statistical analysis
The Data were entered into the computer database. The 
empirical findings had been synthesized that further 
analyzed by using statistical software SPSS Version 17.0 
in order to observe the descriptive statistics like mean 
and standard deviation among different study variables. 
Prevalence of  an outcome variable along with 95% 
confidence interval was calculated. Both, descriptive 
and inferential statistics were used to depict the features 
and characteristics of  the data. Continuous variables 
are expressed as mean±standard deviation (or range). 
Non-continuous variables are expressed as number of  
occurrences and percentage.

The Chi-square test was carried out to identify the 
association of  different demographic and other variables 
with depression. Z-test was used to compare the 
mean values of  study variable among sex in relation to 
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depression. The Zung’s self-rating depression scale22 
was analyzed by categorization of  the three levels (Mild, 
Moderate or Marked Major and Severe or Extreme Major 
Depression) of  depression as presence of  depression. The 
probability value p≤0.05 was considered as significant, 
p≤0.01 and p≤0.001 were considered as strongly/highly 
significant.

RESULTS

The age of  male and female indoor orthopedic patients 
were identified in the ranges from 15 to 74 and 16 to 
81 years respectively.

Table 1 depictes the features and characteristic of  the selected 
indoor orthopedic patients. Age of  male (34.17±14.42 year) 
and female patient was (46.83±17.67 year) found 
significantly differ (p<0.001). Body mass index in male and 
female (23.81±6.68 and 22.81±6.80 kg/m2) and length of  
ortho-illness (69.95±145.99 and 63.28±102.35) was not 
significantly differ (p>0.05). The length of  stay in hospital 
was observed significantly differ (p<0.05) for male and 
female. The Socio-economic status of  subjects was found 
low as most of  the male (45.7%) and female (60.2) were 
belong to low status but 71.4% male and 64.1% male and 
female were surviving in urban area. 88.6% male and 91.2% 
female were reported more frequently traumatic while 
58.3% and 53.8% male and female respectively exercising 

and meditating. Addiction was observed in 34.3% male 
and 8.4% in female (Table-1).

Table 2 highlighted that the prevalence of  depression 
in total male was 82.3% as compared to 91.2% in total 
female. The prevalence of  extreme/major depression 
in total female (46.6%) was higher as compared to total 
male (25.7%). Type of  trauma was found significantly 
(p<0.05) associated with symptoms of  depressive disorder 
among male and female indoor patients. 38.1% male 
with traumatic condition and 20.0% with non-traumatic 
condition had moderate depression in comparison to 
31.4% and 13.6% female. Female was identified with 
higher depression level as compared to male because 
45.0% female with traumatic condition and 63.6% with 
non-traumatic condition determined with extreme/major 
depression in comparison to 23.2% and 45.0% male. 
A maximum of  18.7% patients were identified normal 
after hospitalization.

Depressive disorder was found significantly associated with 
different variables in indoor orthopedic patients presented in 
table 3. Sex was found to be the strong significant (p<0.001) 
factor that influences highly the level of  depression as 72.2% 
and 54.3% female respectively observed with severe and 
moderated depressive disorder. Socio-economic status and 
length of  length ortho illness was highlighted with strong 
association (p<0.001) with depression.

Table 1: Patient characteristics
Parameter Male (n=175) Female (n=251) Significance

Mean or proportion SD Mean or proportion SD
Continuous

Age (year) 34.17 ±14.42 46.83 ±17.67 p<0.001#

Weight (kilogram) 60.27 ±12.34 56.28 ±12.59 NA
Height (centimeter) 160.23 ±12.49 158.42 ±11.36
Body mass index (kg/m2) 23.81 ±6.68 22.81 ±6.80 p>0.05⊗

Ortho illness (days) 69.95 ±145.99 63.28 ±102.35 p>0.05⊗

Stay in hospital (days) 18.06 ±16.88 21.68 ±18.98 p<0.05*

Non‑continuous
Socio‑economic status

Low 45.7 ‑ 60.2 ‑ NA
Medium 41.7 ‑ 27.1 ‑
High 12.6 ‑ 12.7 ‑

Area of residence
Rural 28.6 ‑ 35.9 ‑ NA
Urban 71.4 ‑ 64.1 ‑

Type
Traumatic 88.6 ‑ 91.2 ‑ NA
Non‑Traumatic 11.4 ‑ 8.8 ‑

Exercise/Yoga
Yes 58.3 ‑ 53.8 ‑ NA
No 41.7 ‑ 46.2 ‑

Addiction
Yes 34.3 ‑ 8.4 ‑ NA
No 65.7 ‑ 91.6 ‑

#Mean difference between groups is strongly significant at the 0.001 level of significance. ⊗Mean difference between groups is significant at the 0.05 level of significance. *Mean 
difference is not significant at the 0.05 level of significance. [Degrees of freedom is 424]. NA: Not Applicable
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The length of  stay of  subjects in hospital was the 
strong significant factor (p<0.001) impacted the level of  
depression as most of  the subjects (87.7%) who stayed 0 to 
4 weeks observed with moderated depression while 43.2% 
subjects found with severe depression stayed 5 to 8 weeks. 
3.7% subjects stayed more than twelve weeks obtained with 
severe depression. Exercise/Yoga and type of  injury were 
also influencing the depressive disorder found significantly 
associated (p<0.05) with different levels of  depression but 
addiction wasn’t impacted (p>0.05) significantly.

Table 4 reported that the depressive disorder was identified 
as the most significant factor (p<0.001) influencing female 
orthopedic indoor patients more as compared to male 
with a mean difference of  5.08 score points. The mean 
depression score in female (67.37±11.75) was significantly 
higher as compared to male (62.29±12.20).

The mean length of  stay of  female indoor patients 
was 21.68±18.98 days significantly more in hospital in 
comparison to male was 18.06±16.88 days but didn't 
influence the length of  ortho-illness was 69.95±145.99 days 
for male and 63.28±102.35 days for female. The mean 
difference for length of  ortho-illness for male and female 
was 6.67 days wasn't significantly different (p>0.05) 
but mean length of  hospitalization was 3.62 days was 
significantly different (p<0.05).

DISCUSSION

This article offers an introduction to the understanding of  
depressive disorder and its associating factors affecting the 
rehabilitation and healing during orthopedic traumas that 
impacted adversely on condition of  health. The prevalence 

Table 2: Proportion of depressive disorder among traumatic/non traumatic
Level of depression SDS 
index

Traumatic Non Traumatic Total
Male 

(n=155)
Female 
(n=229)

Male 
(n=20)

Female 
(n=22)

Male 
(n=175)

Female 
(n=251)

<50 (normal) 29 (18.7) 21 (9.2) 2 (10.0) 1 (4.5) 31 (17.7) 22 (8.8)
51‑59.9 (mild) 31 (20.0) 33 (14.4) 5 (25.0) 4 (18.2) 36 (20.6) 37 (14.7)
60‑69.9 (moderate) 59 (38.1) 72 (31.4) 4 (20.0) 3 (13.6) 63 (36.0) 75 (29.6)
≥70 (severe or extreme major) 36 (23.2) 103 (45.0) 9 (45.0) 14 (63.6) 45 (25.7) 117 (46.6)

The association is significant at the 0.05 level of significance. The figure in parenthesis () denotes the corresponding percentage

Table 3: Associating factors of depressive disorder in IPD orthopedics
Characteristic Depression level (χ2)

p‑value<50 normal < 60 mild < 70 moderate >70 severe
Sex

Male 31 (58.5) 36 (49.3) 63 (45.7) 45 (27.8) (21.78) 
p<0.001#Female 22 (41.5) 37 (50.7) 75 (54.3) 117 (72.2)

Socio‑economic status
Low 21 (39.6) 44 (60.3) 72 (52.2) 94 (58.0) (14.98) 

p<0.02*Medium 21 (39.6) 24 (32.9) 41 (29.7) 55 (34.0)
High 11 (20.8) 5 (6.8) 25 (18.1) 13 (8.0)

Ortho Illness (weeks)
0‑6 48 (90.6) 52 (71.2) 95 (68.8) 52 (32.1) (82.19) 

p<0.001#7‑12 4 (7.5) 15 (20.5) 26 (18.8) 60 (37.0)
13‑18 0 (0.0) 2 (2.7) 7 (5.1) 19 (11.7)
>18 1 (1.9) 4 (5.5) 10 (7.2) 31 (19.1)

Stay in Hospital (weeks)
0‑4 52 (98.1) 70 (95.9) 121 (87.7) 74 (45.7) (118.96) 

p<0.001#5‑8 1 (1.9) 3 (4.1) 15 (10.9) 70 (43.2)
9‑12 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 12 (7.4)
>12 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 2 (1.4) 6 (3.7)

Exercise/Yoga
Yes 38 (71.7) 35 (47.9) 72 (52.2) 92 (56.8) (8.05) 

p<0.05*No 15 (28.3) 38 (52.1) 66 (47.8) 70 (43.2)
Addiction

Yes 14 (26.4) 17 (23.3) 28 (20.3) 22 (13.6) (6.00) 
p>0.05⊗No 39 (73.6) 56 (76.7) 110 (79.7) 140 (86.4)

Type of Injury
Major 34 (64.2) 51 (69.9) 104 (75.4) 97 (59.9) (8.56) 

p<0.05*Minor 19 (35.8) 22 (30.1) 34 (24.6) 65 (40.1)
#The association is highly significant at the 0.001 level of significance. *The association is significant at 0.02 and 0.05 level of significance. ⊗The association isn’t (Insignificant) 
significant for 2 d. f. at the 0.05 level. The figures in parenthesis () denote corresponding %
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of  depression in female was (91.2%) higher as compared 
to (82.3%) male. Depressive disorder was identified as 
the most significant factor (p<0.001) influencing female 
orthopedic indoor patients more as compared to male 
which is in agreement with Sherina MS et al. (2006)23 
who found that the prevalence of  depression was also 
significantly higher among the females (65.1%) compared 
to the males (46.1%) and Moussavi S et al. (2007)3 also 
found that the disabling nature of  depression was common 
chronic conditions in the community.

Type of  trauma was found significantly (p<0.05) associated 
with symptoms of  depressive disorder among male 
and female indoor patients. 38.1% male with traumatic 
condition and 20.0% with non-traumatic condition 
had moderate depression in comparison to 31.4% and 
13.6% female which is correlated with Holbrook TL 
et al. (1998,1999)7,10, showed that post-injury depression, 
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) are significantly 
associated with 6-month, 12-month and 18-month quality 
of  well-being outcome.

The prevalence of  extreme/major depression in total 
female (46.6%) was higher as compared to total male 
(25.7%) which is in agreement with Nickinson RS et al. 
(2009)17 who reported that females were more likely 
to become depressed than males while Crichlow RJ 
et al. (2006)9 observed that the prevalence of  clinically 
relevant depression approached 45% in a diverse cohort 
of  orthopaedic trauma patients. Socio-economic status 
and ortho illness was highlighted with strong association 
(p<0.001) with depression. Comorbidity was associated with 
greater symptom severity and lower levels of  functioning. 
Shalev AY et al. (1998)15 observed that major depression 
and PTSD are independent sequelae of  traumatic events, 
have similar prognoses, and interact to increase distress 
and dysfunction. Prior depression was associated with a 
higher prevalence of  major depression and with more 
reported symptoms while depressive disorder appears to be 
very common in orthopaedic outpatients and both social 
circumstances and nature of  bone pathology are associated 
with such depression reported by Husain et al. (2010).24 
Health-related phobias are common but often unknown 

to the physician, in part because patients are reluctant to 
report phobias observed by Levenson JL.25

High prevalence of  depressive disorders in the general 
population, it is unsurprising that a high percentage of  
patients undergoing surgery are taking antidepressants. 
Sherina MS et al. (2006)23 found that age, sex, ethnicity 
and functional disabilities were significantly associated 
with depression. Depression is a common but serious 
illness, and most that experience it need treatment to get 
better. The length of  stay of  subjects in hospital was the 
strong significant factor (p<0.001) impacted the level of  
depression 3.7% subjects stayed more than twelve weeks 
obtained with severe depression which is corroborated 
with recent research in which authors Nota SP et al. 
(2014)26 highlighted that a moderate correlations between 
symptoms of  depression and symptoms of  post-traumatic 
stress disorder at enrolment and magnitude of  disability 
5–8 months after trauma.

Exercise/Yoga and type of  injury were also influencing the 
depressive disorder found significantly associated (p<0.05) 
with different levels of  depression. Similar findings reported 
by Iolascon G et al. (2011)27 who evidenced that patients 
who undergo surgery frequently experience depression that 
can worsening functional outcome. An early detection and 
an adequate intervention based on psychological support 
and pharmacological treatment can give good results. In 
a study conducted by Gureje O (2008)28 found that the 
disability associated with major depressive disorder is far 
in excess of  that associated with some common chronic 
and medical conditions among elderly Nigerians.

The depressive disorder was identified as the most 
significant factor (p<0.001) influencing female orthopedic 
indoor patients more as compared to male. In an academic 
medical research Sharma BK et al. (2011)29 reported that 
SDS Index of  stress was more in girls as compared to boys. 
The length of  mean stay of  female indoor patients was 
significantly more in hospital but didn’t influence the length 
of  ortho-illness. During a research investigator Holmes J 
and House A (2000)30 showed that the length of  hospital 
stay for the whole sample ranged from three to 190 days 

Table 4: Comparison of depressive disorder between male and female in IPD orthopedics
Parameter Sex Mean Std. Dev. 95% CI of Diff p‑value LOS

LB UB
Depression score (SDS index) Male 62.29 12.20 2.77 7.39 4.32 p<0.001#

Female 67.37 11.75
Ortho Illness (days) Male 69.95 145.99 −16.97 30.32 0.56 p>0.05⊗

Female 63.28 102.35
Stay in Hospital (days) Male 18.06 16.88 0.10 7.13 2.02 p<0.05*

Female 21.68 18.98
#Mean difference between groups is strongly significant at the 0.001 level of significance. *Mean difference between groups is significant at the 0.05 level of significance. 
⊗Mean difference is not significant at the 0.05 level of significance. [CI‑Confidence Interval; Diff‑Difference of mean; Degrees of freedom is 424]
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while the effect of  psychiatric illness on length of  stay is 
shown significant with the presence of  dementia, delirium 
and depression each independently decreased the relative 
risk of  being discharged sooner.

Several studies have documented the considerable burden 
associated with depression. There is clearly a need to focus 
on alleviating these problems as part of  the rehabilitation 
process reported by Ponsford J et al. (2008).31 The research 
has shown that the prevalence of  depression is directly 
associated to the length of  stay in the rehabilitation ward 
thus periodic depression screenings of  patients in the 
wards would be beneficial. Although, the recognition of  
depressive disorder followed by significant intervention 
can improve the orthopedic inpatient’s overall health and 
may lead to better outcomes.

An integrated approach by undertaking the factors 
responsible for depression in-depth would ensure the 
reduction in length of  ortho-illness and hospitalization 
associated to orthopedic trauma and a more effective way 
of  rehabilitation and promotion of  orthopedic sciences.

CONCLUSIONS

Higher incidence of  depressive disorder recorded in 
female was significantly different from male. Prevention 
and treatment require more clinical and research attention 
to reduce the public health burden of  depression among 
orthopedic inpatients. The understanding of  the nature and 
causes of  depression has evolved over the centuries, though 
this understanding is incomplete and has left many aspects 
of  depression as the subject of  discussion and research. 
The results suggest that higher depressive disorder does 
occur in indoor orthopaedic patients that associated with 
various clinical and demographical variables. This study has 
highlighted that depressive disorder was disabling factor 
in better functional recovery and frequent in female after 
orthopedic trauma.

Implications of the study
Depression is probably very common in orthopedic 
inpatients and has significant effects on important 
functional outcomes. An early detection of  depressive 
disorder followed by and adequate intervention based 
on psychological support can provide good results and 
better functional recovery. Authors strongly support the 
introduction of  a routinely determination of  depressive 
disorder for admitted indoor orthopedic patients in order 
to begin as soon as possible an adequate treatment.

Moreover, the study evaluated a relationship between 
presences of  depression associated with functional 
outcomes responsible for better recovery after orthopedic 

injury and therefore awareness among medical professional 
regarding the depressive disorder among orthopedic 
inpatients may be created.
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